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introduction
In our 10th number, we turn our attention to gnosis,
magic, alchemy, irrational worlds and orders free of
logical cause-effect entanglements. Our experience
of reality is multi-tiered, and our transitions between
its different levels – unexpected and fascinating. We
don’t want to erect boundaries or divisions; on the
contrary – we work to overcome these, to neutralize the hard opposition between what is rational and
what is emotional or intuitive. We attempt to examine, analyze, and consider relations harnessing a variety of modes of understanding and proofs or conclusions about phenomena, because despite the fact that
magical thinking may be free of determinism, it is
easy to inscribe various ideologies onto it. Magdalena
Kamińska follows such a process of laying bare in her
essay “The fairy’s Navel, or, the Summer of Charlatans”, in which she attempts to unravel the phenomenon, perhaps literally, of the magic of astral photography (sic). Similarly, in an interview with Marta
Kudelska, Kuba Woynarowski reveals some dusty
(not without reason) pages in the history of art, full of
vague, alluring phenomena, which were once highly

intriguing, but which also continue to inspire his creative work today. In a world filled with the all-encompassing magic of life, phenomena and things can move
freely. An expression of this uncontrolled stream is
seen in the visual essays of Agnieszka Brzeżańska and
Dominika Olszowy. Meanwhile, scraps of life and the
charm contained in them is thoroughly investigated
by Iza Tarasewicz and Iza Koniarz. In addition, in their
texts Post Brothers and Dominika Miakisz remind us
in an intriguing manner about literary and historical
figures, who were caught up in enigmatic wrinkles
in time and oneiric and metaphysical space. Norbert
Delman talks with Justyna Wesołowska (in the young
portfolio section) about instincts, awareness and intuition. Alternative narratives of the history of art are
provided by Weronika Trojańska, who points to the
cultural richness of imaginary characters, objects and
realms. We also present selected works by the greatest
shaman in the Polish art world, Natalia LL.
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The Fairy’s Navel,
or, the Summer
of Charlatans
Magdalena Kamińska

“[T]ake a walk in a cemetery (...). During the walk
try to liberate your mind from all evil thoughts, leaving
only the positive (...). After about 15 minutes, say aloud
the following sentence: “Hello (...). We’ve come here
to take a few energetic photographs of ghosts, in order to document the fact that life after death exists. We
have the best intentions. We don’t wish to disturb the
peace of the dead and we’ll stay here only long enough
to take the necessary photos. Then we will leave. We are
starting the photography session. Thank you.”1 Is this
a fragment of a grimoire from the dark ages? Of course
not: during the time of the composition of the Clavicula Salomonis there were no cameras. Is it perhaps
a quote from a secret circular of a spiritualist society? It
might be: photography was the visual praxis of positivism, and the belief in ghosts was an unofficial religion
in the West from the middle of the nineteenth century
until the Second World War.
Spiritualism is the general term used to describe the
magical-religious practices concentrating on the summoning of ghosts. Such practices exist in many cultures, but the explosion of interest in guests from the
beyond in the midst of the age of steam and electricity
was nonetheless astonishing. In March 1846, in the village of Hydesville near Rochester in the United States,
the Fox sisters – Kate (11) and Margaret (14) – heard

translation from Polish: Tom Anessi

1. See: http://w2000.phorum.pl/viewtopic.php?p=779.
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a knocking in the cellar of their family home. Connecting the phenomena to a local legend about the murder of a tradesman, they start to ask questions of the
would-be ghost, connecting the knocks with letters
of the alphabet. The phenomenon quickly gained the
interest of the newspapers. A number of curious folks
suddenly appeared on the Fox’s lawn, among them several who were in mourning. The veracity of the ghost’s
presence was tested by serious personalities, such as
the President’s widow Mary Todd Lincoln. Tired of the
cumbersome popularity, the Foxes moved, the sisters
separated, yet the phenomenon continued to haunt
them. Soon the older sister was “possessed” and the
sisters began to make their living as mediums. The first
public meeting of American spiritualists took place in
1849 in Rochester. The Foxes were nearly lynched, but,
one-after-another, citizen’s committees devoted to
research into the possibility of making contact with the
denizens of the beyond began to sprout.2
Spiritualism was never extinguished in the official
church, though participation in it was never regular;
affiliation with another faith did not disqualify a follower. For that reason, the fluctuations in its popularity
can be measured merely by following the growth in the
number of active mediums and societies. In 1851, in New
2. M. Horowitz, Occult America. The Secret History of How Mysticism Shaped Our Nation (New York: Bantam Books, 2009), p. 37.
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York there were 10 media, while four years later over
two million people throughout the United States were
seeking contact with ghosts. It was a rapidly spreading
socio-political movement. Its participants were utopians, reformists, and radicals, especially women, who
for the first time in the West became religious leaders in
large numbers.3 These Spiritualists – though avowedly
Christian – interpreted the miracles of Jesus as a natural, rather than supernatural, phenomena. They argued that each person is potentially capable of producing them, because all souls possess the same nature and
aspire to the same aim – excellence. Communication
between them is not only possible but recommended,
though this takes place on various levels. Spiritualistic
media differ from ordinary mortals in that they possess an inborn talent in this respect. Ghosts can emit
sounds, take on visible form, and manipulate objects,
but with the help of mediums they do so much more
effectively. Among the ghost’s (and medium’s) favorite
instruments, the leading place was quickly gained by
the hit of the epoch: the photographic camera.
The first photographs of extraordinary specters
were taken by chance. In the times of long expositions,
lenses would at times move or move out of the frame,
which caused semitransparent apparitions on the resulting photograph. In 1856, the Scottish naturalist
3. Ibid., p. 41.
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David Brewster published The Stereoscope: Its History,
Theory and Construction. There he described how this
“photo-philosophical” toy could offer the presentation
of pseudo-specters as a sociable pastime.4 However,
five years later the completely unknown engraver and
photography enthusiast William Howard Mumler declared that he had photographed an authentic specter,
thereby causing a sensation. He allowed a commission
to verify the process of developing the photographs, but
from the outset he had a reputation as a charlatan. Even
the spiritualists turned against him when he started to
execute astral photographs of living persons, as well as
the ghosts of Africa, America and Asia.5 His move to
New York did not help matters; there he also had troubles, including being arrested. In 1869, he stood before
the bench accused of fraud.
Several professional photographers testified against
him, explaining how such photographic tricks are possible, as well as the legendary circus impresario P.T.
Barnum, who displayed astral photographs in his museum as an example of humbug and harshly criticized
charlatanesque practices directed against the uneducated and the easily deceived. The cases’ argumentation
mixed theological elements with common sense ones:
4. L. Kaplan, The Strange Case of William Mumler, Spirit Photographer, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), p. 27.
5. Ibid., p. 41.
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it was asserted that many have had pseudo-divine apparitions that encouraged them to do evil deeds. Seeing things which do not exist is a sure sign of folly, and
the Bible does not encourage the summoning of ghosts.6
Witnesses testified that the medium had played an important role in the events – Mrs. Mumler distracted
the posing clients by described vague forms that she allegedly saw next to them. Mumler was finally freed due
to lack of evidence and returned to his technical-metaphysical activities. However, his reputation and finances were irreversibly ruined. Before his death in 1884 he
destroyed all of the “astral” negatives.7
The case became famous; imitators quickly followed. The first European astral photography studio
was founded in Fredrick A. Hudson’s London studio
in 1872. Increasing numbers of scholars formed societies to investigate such phenomena. In America, the
main promoter was William James, which connects
the much derided “whirling table enthusiasts” with
the beginnings of psychology. Frauds were increasingly exposed, which damaged the movement’s reputation, while at the same time popularizing it. The
spiritualists defended themselves, claiming that swindlers wanted to get rich off a true phenomenon. Photography magazines published articles explaining the
6. Ibid., p. 162.
7. See: http://www.photographymuseum.com/mumler.html.
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technical apparatus behind the trick (one of them estimated that there are as many as 200 effective ways
of photographing a “spirit.”) Enterprising merchants
circulated underground catalogs offering accessories
for fake professional media. A beginner, for example,
could buy Complete Spiritualistic Seance, or a materialization kit, including phosphorescent models of hands,
draperies and whole forms.8 Eduard Isidore Buguet,
between 1873 and 1875, produced astral photographs in
his studio in Montmartre, Paris, and also made trips to
London. Arrested for fraud and sentenced to a fine and
a year in prison, he described in detail how he perpetuated the fraud through puppets and disguised assistants
(moreover, the police found one of them in his studio).
After the trial, he fled to Belgium, where he switched to
taking “anti-spiritualistic” photographs – presenting
the ghosts in a Brewsterian sense, that is, explicitly fake.
The second wave of interest in astral photography
swept through the West after the hecatomb of the First
World War. The end of the phase was signaled by the case
of the fortunetellers from Cottingley. Another pair of
creative teenagers, the British cousins Elsie Wright (16)
and Frances Griffiths (10), in 1917, presented to their
amazed family with sa series of poetic self-portraits, on
which they were playing with a flock of dancing winged

elves among the flowers of a backyard garden. Most of
the relatives laughed at the girls’ assertion that the photos were of a documentary nature, but their mother Elsie who was interested in spiritualism presented them at
the “ghost hunters” club. There they gained the attention of Arthur Conan Doyle, who asked for more photos. The girls granted the request. Then, the fully convinced Doyle wrote an enthusiastic article in The Strand
Magazine popularizing the occurrence, which had long
remained a mystery. It was only in 1978 that James
Randi noticed a similarity with illustrative pictures
in the Victorian children’s book, Princess Mary’s Gift
Book. Three years later, the eighty-year-old Elsie finally confessed that the “elves” were cut out of paper and
pinned to plants and clothes using hatpins. The photographs clearly show the head of one of the pins. Doyle
even noticed it, but he claimed it was . . . a fairy’s navel.9
The marriage of magic and technology ended in farce.
Again, two clever little girls successfully mocked the
most serious scientific societies of their time. In the
end, the astral photograph was neither scientific truth,
nor a religious miracle. But for its historical period, it
was a remarkable act of collective imagination. Gullible
customers, smart media, opportunist mentors and arrogant researchers together created a rich imaginative

8. B. Jay, A Case of Spirits. The Beginnings of Spirit Photography in America, http://www.billjayonphotography.com/A%20
Case%20of%20Spirits.pdf.

9. See: http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/photo_
database/image/the_cottingley_fairies.
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economy in which ideas, images and interpretations
circulated, infecting and mutually penetrating each
other.10 The practice of astral photography combined
two faiths: in the true existence of an invisible reality
and the objectivity of the camera’s eye, its ability to
provide error-free recording of the truth. The spirit,
more than any material object, draws attention to the
paradox of the photograph’s double identity, which is
at once an instrument of scientific study of the visible
world and an amazing, stricte magical process.11
At a certain level, the attitude of Barnum’s “spiritualist” is no different from Mumler’s: both undoubtedly fabricated false spirits. But Barnum openly admitted that they are fake, and denied the possibility of
the existence of real ones, at least in this form. On the
other hand, Mumler insisted that he was revealing the
presence of real visitors from the beyond, while not denying the falsity of Barnum’s spirits, stating that these
are apparently some other spirits. The assumption that
the ability to distinguish between these categories is
a matter of knowledge would be short of the scope of
the problem. The photographed spirits were also believed in by those who knew the mechanism behind the
10. M. Jolly, Faces of the Living Dead: The Belief in Spirit Photography, (Carlton: Melbourne University Publishing, 2006),
p. 160.
11. J. Harvey, Photography and Spirit, (London: Reaktion
Books, 2007), p. 7.
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trick. The ontological ambiguity of the photos activated
the alternative worldviews implicit in the cultural community, with the resultant creation of a local anomaly,
as if of another cultural pressure zone. Each spectator
when confronted with a realistic image of a supernatural being had to decide for themselves to which collection of ideas to appeal.
The camera was regarded as a tool of truth during
almost the entire 20th century. The casus of astral photography was displaced, which at the beginning destroyed this project, enacting the rape of realism with
graphic tricks while discreetly ruining the allegedly
perfect mimesis. The commemoration of the past remains to this day the principal function of photography
as a kind of philosophical compromise between magic, religion and technology. From the pictures you can
read both current and past, but it’s always a discrete
mixture. However, astral photography mixes ontological orders into a homogeneous mass. Although the
years in which it shook the finest minds in the world
has already passed, it still thrives, as evidenced by the
“recipe for a ghost photo” recounted at the beginning of
this article, taken from a contemporary online forum.
Whether those who try it out will see on their photos a
charlatan’s hatpin or the touchingly naive navel of an elf
still depends only on their decision.
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Eils! Scapia matzia
ia drincan!
Dominika Olszowy
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Dominika Olszowy, Eils! Scapia matzia ia drincan!, 2013
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Dominika Olszowy, Fire show, performance, burning plastic, 2012
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Dominika Olszowy, Documentation of séance 97’, video, 2011
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Dominika Olszowy, Kraszewskiego 11/16A, video, 2011
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Dominika Olszowy, Gorzow Wielkopolski Gives a Middle-finger Salute to Zielona Góra, installation, BWA Zielona Góra, 2009
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Dominika Olszowy, Hipokretyna, object, 2010
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Dominika Olszowy, Norwegian Opera,
64video, 2011
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Dominika Olszowy, Congratulatory Card for Ossowiecki , video, 2011
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Dominika Olszowy, Eils! Scapia matzia ia drincan!, 2013
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Dominika Olszowy, Congratulatory Card for Ossowiecki , video, 2011
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Dominika Olszowy, Eils! Scapia matzia ia drincan!, 2013
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The Depth of Events
Dominika Miakisz

translation from Polish: Tom Anessi
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Another sense flared like smoke from the depth of
events
Zofia Nałkowska
In 1936, the Mexican craftsman Pedro Linares
López, at the age of 30, falls seriously ill. While in a
deep sleep, he has a fantastic vision that will change his
life forever. Linares is on his death bed. His family is
unable to guarantee him medical aid, so his sister tries
to cure him using home remedies and herbs, known for
their medicinal properties. When the therapy does not
bring the desired effect, the only possible means of help
seems to be to turn in prayer to the saints. His loved
ones therefore support the patient with prayer.
What is transpiring at this time in the mind of the
unconscious Linares? He dreams of a calm, pleasant,
though rather strange place, similar to a forest. There
are trees, rocks, clouds floating across the sky. The
man does not feel pain or distress; on the contrary, he
is content. There are also animals present. It’s difficult, however, to say which ones. Don Pedro notices
a creature similar to a monkey but possessing wings,
a cock with the horns of a bull, and a lion – no, it’s
no lion, it’s a dog… no, it’s the body of a lion with the
head of a dog… Suddenly, the sky becomes overcast,
the cliffs take on a menacing air, and the unearthly,
hybrid creatures start to shout the meaningless, non-
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sense word “Alebrijes”! And then louder: “Alebrijes,
Alebrijes, Alebrijes”!
Linares cannot bear the terrifying cries. He starts
to run ahead till he comes upon a man, who is walking
at an easy pace along a stone path. At the request of don
Pedro, the man shows him the path of escape from this
unwelcoming place. He adds that Linares should never
have been there in the first place. The Mexican runs towards a small opening, which should be the exit, and
through which he is barely able to squeeze himself. At
that moment, he awakens from his dream. At the same
moment, he suddenly returns to health, or rather to life,
since the family has just purchased the peace of his soul
through their prayers.
Don Pedro tells everyone about his extraordinary
dream. He resolves right away to use his ability to model
forms through the technique of papier-mâché to recreate
the appearance of the fantastical creatures he has seen.
He creates sculptures; painting them just as he remembers them from the dream. He titles them “alebrijes.”
Until the age of 86, that is until his death in 1992, he
works up to 16 hours a day creating new “alebrijes”,
which range from 15 cm to 8 meters in height. They become his obsession, but also a way of life, thanks to the
interest they arouse – not only because of the incredible story they are associated with – but also because of
their charms, artistic values, and the quality of execu-

tion. Linares works together with Diego Rivera, Frida
Kahlo and other artists, he is honoured by the Mexican
government with its highest honour granted to craftsmen, and he is invited to present his work beyond the
borders of Mexico – in the US and Europe.
It is worth noting that to this day his family makes
its living through sculpting, continuing the tradition. Miguel Linares, Paul García, Blanca Linares and
Elsa Linares, claim that for them “alebrijes” is more
than just work. The sculptures executed by the Linares
clan remain unique (in contrast to many “imitations”
emerging throughout Mexico, especially in the state of
Oaxaca.) The dream creations can even be ordered individually, earlier specifying which animals are to be
hybridized. “Alebrijes” symbolize fantasies or nightmares and depending on which category they pertain
to, they are either the realization of dream, or a talisman indicating how one can find beauty in life.
To most of contemporary society, the magical
implications of this story may seem a bit exaggerated.
A European intellectual will rationalize away all the
“magical” aspects. The visions (their colour and quality)
will be explained by the substances ingested by Pedro
Linares – perhaps the herbs prepared for him by his sister did not harbour only medicinal properties? Or perhaps it was simply the result of the illness itself – the
fever could have brought on hallucinations. One way
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or another, it was simply a dream; the symbolic flight
from the land of the dead was just a coincidence.
On one hand, a person who is closer to the characteristics of traditional society may be inclined to mythical thinking to explain (to themselves) what occurred.
He or she will find an explanation of all these events and
will notice the symbolism, inclining towards the laws
of magic and religion. An irrational interpretation will
also be closer to children.
“Magic” may only be deception, fabrication, fiction, trickery. This is principally a question of belief.
Perhaps it would be more sensible to regard it as nothing
more than a typical superstition for the simple-minded, an element of village folklore? Reaching for rational
explanations, one could evoke the placebo effect, and
regard as such a suggestive “means” of return to health,
the words of the man from Linares’ dream: “you should
not yet be here.”
As Ronald David Laing stated: “Even facts become fictions without adequate ways of seeing the
‘facts.’”1 And the reverse. It seems that one can give
as many things a magical interpretation, as one could
bring others down “to earth.” I’ll give an example relating to “alebrijes”, preceding it however with a citation from Bickert from the story by E.T.A. Hoffman:

“I boldly assert that never has a man in his soul thought
or dreamed of something whose elements cannot be
found in nature; out of that he cannot sever himself.”2
And thus, it’s interesting that in genetics certain crossings between species of animals or plants are not only
possible but is practiced. Examples of bastards, or
mixtures of two specimens belonging to differing but
closely related species of animal, are among others:
the liger, leopon, jaglion, pumapard, żubroń, zebroid,
hinny, hogzilla, or rackelwild.
Our personal store of knowledge has an influence
on what we regard as real (possible), and unreal (impossible), similar to divergences in cultural conditions.
The way we experience and understand the world depends on the context we are given – the culture and environment in which we are born and live. The way in
which each of us individually perceives the surrounding
world is, as it were, only one of countless possibilities.
In the Mexican tradition death is not a taboo subject; for example, decorations made from human skulls
are popular. In the same way, belief in a relevant meaning of dreams is not just the domain of “crackpot” individuals.
For the Mexican Indians, a natural element of life in
the real world is the interaction with what we (Europe-

1. R.D. Laing, The Politics of Experience (New York: Pantheon,
1967), p. 17.

2. E.T.A. Hoffmann, „Der Magnetiseur. Eine Familienbegebenheit“, in: Poetische Werke in sechs Banden, Bank 1 (Berlin: Aufbau, 1963), p. 239.
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ans) consider supernatural and what is for us inconceivable. Attempts to penetrate this world were undertaken
by the American anthropologist Carlos Castaneda, who
in his books describes in detail his experiences under the
tutelage of Don Juan Matus from the Yaqui tribe, with
whom he studied shamanism. Don Juan however used the
term: magic. One of the methods described by Castaneda
of penetrating to an alternate reality was insight into the
“art of dreaming” (another – was the ingestion of peyote).
“Don Juan explained to me that, for us to perceive those
other realms, not only do we have to covet them but we
need to have sufficient energy to seize them. Their existence is constant and independent of our awareness, he
said, but their inaccessibility is entirely a consequence of
our energetic conditioning. In other words, simply and
solely because of that conditioning, we are compelled to
assume that the world of daily life is the only and possible
world” – wrote Castaneda.3
For Linares, his dream became a strong impetus to
create. It was an inspiration, whose strength came out
of the belief that dreams contain symbols and are full
of relevant meanings for the real world. Even if we do
not accept the dream as being the impetus behind Linares’ work, we are still left with his “physical” works
with their visible values that are accessible to the mind.

Let’s take into consideration the proposition that magic
is identical to energy, allowing the alteration of reality.
In that sense it is situated in immediate relation to art:
the creator refashions reality; he or she bestows upon it
an object or an action, carrying some irrational characteristics. Both are served by fantasy, the ability to think
outside of the categories of logic.
In today’s psychological conceptions, fantasy in
the narrowest sense is understood as daydreaming.
Maria Janion expands this concept, using in its stead
the term phantasmatic, by which she understands
“various kinds of imaginings, pictures, emotional
themes, delusions, premonitions, mystifications, hallucinations, dreams and illusions. That which – when
considered in relation with reality – is designated
as “false,” “unreal”, “concocted”, and which shows
its value in another order: the inner, psychological,
phantasmatic life.”4 The artist possesses a particular
predisposition to introduce the phantasmatic into reality and there to give it value.
In his essay entitled “The Ideal Palace”, the English
writer and art critic John Berger described the history
of the rise of an extraordinary, one of a kind artwork,
which expressed “directly, [the peasant’s] own view of
the world.”

3. Carlos Castaneda, The Art of Dreaming (New York: Harper
Collins, 1993), p. vii.

4. Maria Janion, Kobiety i duch inności (Warsaw: Sic!, 2006),
p. 6.
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The story concerns Ferdinand Cheval (1836-1924),
a rural French postman, who everyday conquers the
same thirty kilometre path, passing the time and
hard work with daydreams. For years he builds in his
thoughts a palace “passing all imagination, [and possessing] everything that the genius of a simple man can
conceive.”5 The dream must however be constantly reactivated and fed, in order to be fulfilled – lest we forget
about it. With time the thought of the palace gets stuck
somewhere deep in Cheval’s unconscious. It is liberated only after a long time, as a result of a simple, very
down to earth, and for that reason even more irrational
impulse. The postman stumbles over a stone. The stone
has a strange shape and pleases him, so he hides it in
his pocket. The following day, in the same place, Cheval finds similar stones, even more attractive ones. He
starts to place one on top of another, and is stunned by
the effect. From that day the man, beside the bag full of
letters on his shoulder, also carries a basket into which
he collects stones from the whole neighbourhood. In
each place there are different kinds. Cheval carries the
stones up to ten kilometres, working whole days and
sometimes also at night. After some time, he starts to
fill a small barrow with stones in order to later transport
them home.
5. John Berger, “The Ideal Palace”, in: Selected Essays (London: Bloomsbury, 2001), p. 516.
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In this way, for thirty-three years, Ferdinand Cheval erects his dream palace. The building stands to this
day and one can behold at it in the town of Hauterives in
France, from which its creator came. “The Ideal Palace”
is regarded as a rare example of primitivism in architecture. It connects in itself many styles, in its rich ornamentation one can discern various references: from
the Bible to Hindu mythology. The building’s interior
is particularly unusual. As Berger wrote: “its model is
not a palace, but a forest.” You do not look at the palace
“any more than you look at a forest. You either enter it
or you pass it by.”
By metaphor, the forest becomes one of the points
conjoining the two stories, that of Cheval and of Linares.
In both stories, a particular role is played by the inspiration of nature in connection with an irrational element.
Linares’ escape from the strange forest is identified with
his healing. In Cheval’s case, a fantastic stone becomes
the impulse to realize his dreams. The forms of the collected rocks influence the appearance of the Palace’s
sculptural decorations. – Cheval sees there multiple
animals and plants and resolves not to correct the work
of nature. As Berger wrote: The palace is full of a life that
is never entirely visible.” He warns however about analyzing the palace in the categories of a daydream, since
it has after all “physical reality.” Its author consciously spent many years building it. The character of the
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sculptures expresses his particular respect for nature
and sensitivity for the material of the earth. Even if the
impulse was “magical”, the effect is quite real. And well
executed… One could here cite Chartier: “If the ability
to create did not reach deeper than the ability to think or
dream, there would be no artists.”
However one might put it, the palace is the realization of a daydream. Berger resists surrealistic interpretations, hoping to show the appropriateness and importance of the peasant’s work. But the impression of
being in the presence of something far exceeding quotidian, daily experience (of whatever society), does not
allow one to entirely omit the “magical” element from
considerations on the subject of the building. Its form is
so elaborate – at once close to nature, and yet divergent
from reality. Dreams, sudden impulse, long-lasting
process and determination are also aspects contributing to the singularity of the work.
The sculptural decoration of the “ideal palace”
brings to my mind the following combination: nature
and fairy tale. This on the other hand recalls the figure
of Moritz von Schwind, painter and draughtsman of
the era of Romanticism. The themes of fairy tales and
legends were his favorite. Characteristic for his work is
a deep relationship with nature, rich fantasy and nonchalance concerning historical truth. “Nature, which
he adored, was filled with galloping unicorns, dancing
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elves, nymphs playing in the water, gnomes at work or
at rest. This forest of wonders, metamorphoses, and
magical encounters was for Schwind just as real as a city
from the middle ages (…). He used the Middle Ages as
a theme in the majority of his works. That period (…)
became in his work the background for the majority of
his paintings.”6 Although in Cheval’s artwork, there
are no fairytale or other fantasy creations, “a calf, large
enough for the pine tree to be its horn” or “a leopard
larger than a lighthouse”7 starts to have something in
common with “alebrijes”.
Magic has many connections with nature. These categories are much closer than is often supposed. Starting
from natural catastrophes that are connected with the
riddles of supernatural forces or something unexpected,
unusual; through the creations of the Romantics, combining a deep interest in nature and the occult; through
fairytales, for which the personification of nature is so
characteristic, as well as the coexistence of the real and
supernatural worlds, or the manifestation of irrational
phenomena.
Cheval himself called his Palace a “temple to nature.” It is at once his own statue and his life’s work,
in which there is a kind of acceptance of death, as the
nature order of things. In the centre of the Palace he
6. Łepkowski, op. cit., p. 210.
7. Berger, op. cit. p. 518.
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situated a crypt in which he hoped to be buried. On the
ceiling of this crypt he wrote “Here I wanted to sleep.”
Ronald David Laing wrote: “Perception, imagination, fantasy, reverie, dreams, memory, are simply
different modalities of experience, none more “inner” or
“outer” than any other.”8 If however, Linares and Cheval had chosen to stick to “experience”, not “internalizing” it, if the “magical” impulse to create hadn’t
kicked in, we wouldn’t have anything to talk about…

8. Laing, op. cit., p. 20.
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An artist from
the future, or just
ahead of his time
Post Brothers
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New York City, NY — Morniel Mathaway’s paintings have quickly gained tremendous notoriety since
first appearing earlier this year. The Greenwich Village artist has recently skyrocketed to art world fame,
but claims that he is an imposter. The man believes
that he is not Morniel Mathaway, but rather an art
historian from five centuries in the future.
The man claims that he was sent back to meet
and study the artist Mathaway but became entangled
in an insidious scheme and was stranded in present
day. He insists that Mathaway’s work will be singularly responsible for the entire aesthetic and cultural
sensibility in the future. Displaced in this time, the
man has apparently appropriated Mathaway’s identity and taken up painting. He denies, however, that
his groundbreaking style is his own, arguing that he
is actually copying from memory the works he had
studied in the future.
Until recently, Mathaway was virtually unknown
to the art establishment, save a limited number of
friends and acquaintances. The few that do scarcely
remember Mathaway’s work from earlier days each
recount the paintings as poorly executed abstract experiments in material and surface effects. They remember the artist as a narcissistic and self-aggrandizing man who would speak relentlessly about his
self-professed “aesthetic innovations” such as his
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“Intestinal period” and the technique “smudge-onsmudge.”
A local dealer who recalls viewing the work from
that period testifies that he saw “nothing” in Mathaway’s previous neo-abstractionist paintings. “It
didn’t even have the interest of those paintings that
chimpanzee did a couple of years ago,” the dealer asserts. The dealer, speaking on condition of anonymity, continues that he believed Mathaway to be “just
another of those loudmouth, frowzy, frustrated dilettantes that infest the Village,” yet now he hopes to
represent Mathaway’s work in the future. The dealer
is not alone in completely reversing his opinions regarding Mathaway’s work, and now is in total consensus with his fellow critics, dealers and artists that
Mathaway is currently the finest artist alive, and perhaps of all time.
Many art experts argue that the reason Mathaway’s stylistic relevance has been ignored for so long
is due either to Mathaway’s seemingly fruitless gestational period never reaching the proper public, or
that his style was employing a language and aesthetic
regime that was so forward thinking that the public
was unable to understand it until the proper time.
Despite his wild success, Mathaway derides his
adoring fans and critics. When asked about his rising
career and critical acclaim, the artist said, “What’s
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the matter with all these people, praising me like
that? I don’t have an ounce of real talent in me. All
my work is completely derivative,” the artist maintains. Furthermore, the artist has advanced the claim
that not only does he feel his works are uninventive,
but that he is not Morniel Mathaway at all, but rather
an art historian from the distant future who has taken on the persona of the artist Mathaway.
The man alleges that his true name is Glescu and
that he was born in the year 2449. Growing up in the
area formerly known as Manhattan (current placenames have been discarded), the man says that he
originally had wanted to be an artist but transitioned
into art history after discovering the work of an artist
from present time who is purported to be responsible
for the aesthetic sensibility of the future: the painting, architecture, arrangement of cities, texture of
clothing, and shape of artifacts, of times to come.
The man claims that in his time he was the foremost
expert on the life and works of this artist, named
Morniel Mathaway.
When asked how he arrived to present time, the
man professes that in his era, the ability to travel
through time has been reached. Due to the enormous
expenditure of energy required, a trip is reserved for
outstanding scholars only once every fifty years, in
a manner of prestige akin to the present day Nobel
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Prize. Normally, the man added, the privilege is given to historians who want to observe key moments
in world history such as the Siege of Troy or the first
atomic explosion. The man avows that he was the
first scholar of art to be granted this award, and was
chosen due to the tremendous influence Mathaway
has in his time.
A well-regarded figure traveling from the year
2487, the art historian was sent back to study in vivo
the artist whose designs and special manipulations
of color, the man asserts, will dominate architecture and fashion for the next five centuries and with
whom modern painting, in its full glory, is said to
have definitely begun.
Using a transmitting device called a “skindrom”
(created, as Mathaway asserts, by the yet unborn and
unsubstantiated inventor Antoinette Ingebord), the
man says that he appeared in the original Mathaway’s
Greenwich Village apartment so that he could meet
the artist he had studied for so long and to gain new
insights regarding the work. This studio visit was intended to be very brief, as the transmitter can only
work for half an hour before sending the holder back
to the future.
“Glescu” purports that when he saw the works in
the studio, he was both unimpressed and disgusted
by the original Mathaway’s amateurish and abject
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paint handling and “smudge on smudge” technique.
He recalls that he pulled out a pocket catalogue raisonne from the future (a sourcebook to the artist’s
oeuvre) that bore no resemblance to the talentless
paintings in the studio.
The artist who claimed he was Mathaway looked
at the book and asserted that he, in fact, had painted
one of the works, but had given it to a neighbor because he was unsatisfied with the results. Directing
the art historian to the neighbor’s door in an elaborate ruse, the conceited artist then allegedly stole the
historian’s time machine and sourcebook in order to
claim his fortune in the future, leaving the art historian stuck in this era when the time traveling period
expired.
When asked why no one from the future had
come to his rescue, the man replied that he signed a
required waiver of responsibility in case he was lost.
With no birth certificate, social security number, or
other documents, the man had no choice but to assume the identity of the painter and remain tied to
our time.
Authorities challenge Mathaway’s story and have
officially asserted that not only is Mathaway exactly
the same person as his documents suggest, but time
travel is simply not possible. Experts and laymen
agree that although Mathaway may be at the van129

guard of fine art, without evidence to prove otherwise, he certainly is not from the future.
The only corroborating witness to Mathaway’s
fantastical account is the writer David Danzinger,
who attests that he was in the room with the original Mathaway when the art historian from the future
appeared. “Everyone is astonished at the change in
Morniel Mathaway since he was discovered,” the
writer attests. “Everyone, that is, but me.” Danzinger was apparently the only friend to the original
Mathaway, and remembered him as a megalomaniacal, dishonest, and untalented Greenwich Village
painter “who began almost every second sentence
with ‘I’ and ended every third one with ‘me’.” Danzinger has confirmed all of the details of Mathaway’s
story, adding that it was a consistent habit of the
original artist to steal and cheat anyone he encountered. Danzinger also has admitted that it was his
idea that the time traveler assume Mathaway’s identity and has helped him adjust to life in present society.
Having always wanted to paint, the art historian has been working vigilantly in the studio on his
craft and has quickly gained high regard in the art
world. He doesn’t believe he has any natural talent
but attests that “there are all kinds of artistic novelties I know about, all kinds of graphic innovations
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that don’t exist in your time.” But after studying the
work of Morniel Mathaway for decades, the man believes that the works he has presented and continues
to produce are only poor counterfeits of the reproductions of paintings published in his missing sourcebook.
When asked about this claim and its bearing on
his celebrated style, the artist reportedly said, “I’ve
tried to do something, anything, that was completely
my own, but I’m so steeped in Mathaway that I can’t
seem to make my own personality come through. And
those idiotic critics go on raving about me -- and the
work isn’t even my own, it’s Mathaway’s of course.”
The artist believes that he is copying paintings from
the absent sourcebook by memory.
A number of physicists, time specialists, and art
historians contest Mathaway’s allegations, arguing
that it isn’t possible for a painting to be copied from
a future reproduction and so have no original artist.
Mathaway’s testimony presents a time paradox that
leads to further questions.
How can he remember that which he is yet to
produce? How can the expert have studied quondam images that he himself had produced in his future, but in the past? Can a re-presentation precede
the original presentation? How can his paintings be
copies of copies from the future? Where is the origi-
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nal? Who is the author? Who is the “real” Mathaway?
When is the “work” brought into being, what cultural procedures allow and constrain this ordination?
What kind of profound parallax can be discerned between the original and the copy? Is there a missing,
real masterpiece?
When interrogated about his memory of the alleged sourcebook, Mathaway was unable to recall any
sufficient detail. He has long refused to think about
or discuss the book in a deliberate attempt at not
copying the images. “In my heart, I know,” he says,
adding, “I’m copying from that book by memory.”
What is the relationship between forgetting and creativity? Is a poor copy an original?
Regardless of whether or not any of his story
is true, by forgetting the painting reproductions,
Mathaway has effectively become the real author of
the celebrated works. This means that he, and not
the original artist, created the paintings in the missing catalogue. But he could not have done so without
having seen the catalogue in the first place, which
presents a causal loop.
Thus, Mathaway’s story is an elaborate example
of retro-causality, where the past is a product of the
future’s interest in the past. The man is caught in a
personality crisis of trans-temporal proportions.
The expert had become the producer, the analyst
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had become the analysand. In Mathaway’s story, the
original Morniel Mathaway was only imitating the
nature of an artist, standing-in until “Glescu” arrived to imitate him, therefore eventually inventing
and becoming the “real” Morniel Mathaway.
In this story, the historian precedes the history,
calls it into being, and the criticism retroactively
constructs the work itself. Is Mathaway’s testimony
an appeal for a more productive form of criticism,
one where the art historian and the artist’s influence on the work is in constant re-negotiation? In
what ways are the traces of the past constituted retroactively, determined by future configurations of
knowledge?
If one accepts Mathaway’s propositions, then it
is not that the man has thrown history out of its intended course by becoming an actor in the past, but
rather that it is by his intervention into the past that
the future he knows exists. The style from the future
actually influences the future, making one question
the very nature of claims of being forward thinking
or futuristic.
Much to his discredit, critics disagree with
Mathaway’s account and have pointed to numerous
examples of artists declaring themselves to be aiming at, channeling, or speaking to a distant future.
While some argue that Mathaway’s announcement is
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merely the self-promoting performance of an eccentric artist, others believe that his statements are the
ravings of a mad genius overcome by the anxiety that
accompanies fame and recognition.
Though still enamored with his works, many in
the public admonish the artist’s story as a lie. But,
as Picasso said, “Art is a lie that makes us realize
truth.” Regardless, all parties agree that Mathaway’s
radical works are avant garde, each pushing aesthetic
boundaries and defining the language of the future,
whose effects will be elucidated only in times to
come. Mathaway has been recorded saying jokingly,
“I can’t wait until you see what I do next, you thought
it was excellent.”
One critic cites that “Aristotle, in the Poetics,
provides the most direct analysis, describing artists
who imitate the past, artists who imitate the present,
and artists who imitate the future.”

An article inspired by William Tenn’s 1955 short story „The Discovery of Marniel Mathaway”, which was originally published in
Galaxy Science Fiction, October 1955 (Oct 1955, ed. H. L. Gold,
publ. Galaxy Publishing Corporation).
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Novus Ordo
Seclorum
Marta Kudelska interviews
Kuba Woynarowski

translation from Polish: Tom Anessi
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Marta Kudelska: Where does your interest in alchemy and the occult stem from?
Kuba Woynarowski: My fascination with these
themes is not connected so much with the content of
such rituals as with their form. I’m not a fan of the
esoteric, but I’m interested in the visual paraphernalia related to various occult systems, especially in connection with alchemy and freemasonry. I’m thinking
of all the sign systems and recurrent motifs that permit the consolidation of free-floating elements into
one over-arching whole. This is served by elaborated
infographic projects and other – sometimes rather ingenious – forms of visual narration, which creatively assign symbolic values to individual elements. Of
course, we find all of this in religious systems, as well.
I’m more interested however in quasi-religious phenomena functioning beyond the “official” currents of
thought. An important element there is mystery, and
it is this element that interests me the most. A traditional religious system is encoded in a layer of translations underscoring the transparency and “accessibility” of the entire structure. However, the occult, as its
name suggests (lat. occultus: clandestine, hidden, secret), gains its force from the presence of varied allusions, elite and hermetic qualities. In a sense, all these
qualities bring up convergences with the system of art,
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which is in large part a closed structure that we delve
into, penetrating successive layers. The art world also
operates according its own symbolism, language and
tradition. André Rouillé openly compares the various
actors of the art world with a “magical group,” upon
whom the effectiveness of the artist-magician depends.
MK: One of the projects that touch upon this theme
is Black Square.
KW: Quadratum Nigrum directly takes up the themes
we are discussing. It was a kind of experiment created three years ago together with Mateusz Okoński
and Kuba Skoczek. Here we can speak of a site specific
action because the project related in large part to the
available space which was then annexed by the gallery
Zbiornik Kultury. The idea for the exhibition came
from an analysis of the gallery’s architecture – where
we unexpectedly discovered that you could find all the
elements typical for a Masonic temple.
MK: What were those elements?

Kuba Woynarowski / Jakub Skoczek / Mateusz Okoński,
Quadratum Nigrum, installation (fragment), Zbiornik Kultury,
Kraków, 2010

KW: Behind the wall there were three pillars, and
on the ground there was a chessboard arranged from
tiles – the remains of a bathroom or shower. You en139

tered the room through stairs that looked like a tall ladder. Together with Mateusz and Kuba, we jazzed up
these “found objects,” rebuilding them according to
our own narrative ideas based on antique works of art
– from 18th-century volumes to Old Russian icons. In
this way, White Cube emerged, which was at the same
time a pseudo-Masonic temple. Of course, the point
was not in this instance to build an authentic lodge but
rather to evoke the metaphorical temple of an unspecified cult based on a complicated symbolism, calling to
mind baroque allegory. In the centre, instead of the
altar we placed Black Square. This was nonetheless not
a reproduction of Malewicz’s painting, though it may
seem that way at first glance. The graphic – uncannily reminiscent of Black Square on White Background
– was a work from Robert Fludd’s tractate, published
in 1617. It’s a good example of the use of the language
of abstract symbolism in relation to the system of the
occult. Fludd was himself interested in alchemy and
the occult. On the pages of his book, he presented the
myth from Genesis of the creation of the world in the
form – one could say – of an abstract “comic book,”
a sequence of pictures in the figure of a circle. The first
engraving, depicting the primordial chaos, was precisely a black square. In referring to this depiction, we
wanted – somewhat perversely – to indicate the roots
of the avant-garde, which run far into the past. Such
Kuba Woynarowski, Faust, in the series: Wunderkamera,
collage/digital graphics, 2011
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a sacral treatment of the avant-garde and presentation
of its accomplishments as the product of an archaic cult,
made it possible to link the phenomena of contemporary art with currents from the past and – in effect – to
mask the caesura, which is sometimes called the “New
Antiquity.” Such a vision strikes of course at the myth
of the avant-garde artist, beginning his work ex nihilo,
and thus apparently annulling the accomplishments of
preceding generations. It’s easy to carry out such a gesture of severing oneself, but I know thanks to my own
historical research that it’s difficult to delineate such an
unambiguous caesura that could stand as the beginning
of “modernity.” There is a very strong link between the
art of old and new. The majority of the most seminal
creators of the avant-garde were in dialogue with tradition. Sometimes they dug up phenomena from the
past that did not fit into the official cannon of art history. They transformed them, altered their context and
“refreshed” them, giving them a modern character.
MK: Can you give any other examples of such links?
KW: The classic example is Salvador Dali, who was
inspired directly by mannerist and baroque art. The
majority of his ideas – such as anamorphosis, archimboldesques, or anthropomorphic landscapes – were
copied from the work of those era’s artists. Dali avidly
Kuba Woynarowski, Ha-ha, in the series: Labirynth,
collage/digital graphics, 2012
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read the tractates of the 16th and 17th centuries; similar studies were carried out by Duchamp. We know
that just before his cubist breakthrough Picasso analyzed Albrecht Dürer’s Dresden Sketchbook, where reality was reduced to simple geometrical forms. There
are many more such connections. An especially important example for me – because it questions the opposition between popular culture and the elite avantgarde – is the Incoherents movement. Although the
Incoherents were operative during the second half of
the 19th century, the majority of their initiatives are
uncannily reminiscent of works of the Dadaists or the
Fluxus movement. I’m thinking especially of readymades, installations and happenings, various examples of “anti-Art” (such as a vernissage in an empty
gallery), or grass-root, extra-institutional projects,
executed in private apartments or in public space. It’s
interesting that the proto-avant-garde Incoherent
movement grew out of milieu associated with mass
culture – journalists or cabaret artists. On the basis
of this example we can observe the phenomenon of
transfers between “egalitarian” and “elite” art. The
Incoherents were themselves quite popular in their
own time. Newspapers even announced that art in the
20th century will be “incoherent” or it will not be at
all.
KubA Woynarowski, La perspective curieuse (1), in the series:
Labirynth, photomontage, 2012
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MK: I also wanted to ask you about the artists
Lorenz Stöer, Wenzel Jamnitzer, Hans Lencker.
How did you go about finding them?
KW: 16th-century Nuremberg constructivists are
only the tip of the iceberg, although I often cite their
work as the source of my own inspiration. Of course,
I do so somewhat as a provocation, to call attention to
the fact that “old” art in the chronological sense can
be very contemporary – as much in the sphere of aesthetics as conceptually. You can analyze the past in
a modern way but you can also remain a conservative
advocate of the modern, who radically separates “old”
from “new.” Since I have a contrarian nature, I avidly
extract all kinds of “incoherence” from visual archives.
The internet is especially useful in these endeavours –
another example of the marriage of tradition with the
contemporary. As is known, the internet is an excavation site of all kinds of peculiarities, oddities, excesses – in a word: everything that does not fit in the
canons. Library queries require painstaking rummaging among hallowed cannons and sections determined
from on high – while what is most interesting is written at the margins. In the internet, there is a whole
segment of the blogosphere, oriented toward archival
oddities. Many researchers have pointed out the similarities between a blog and a cabinet of curiosities.
KubA Woynarowski, Quadratum Nigrum (1),
in the series: Labirynth, photomontage, 2012
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MK: What fascinates you in the cabinet of curiosities?
KW: In the cabinet of curiosities, I perceive the prototype of the contemporary art gallery. It’s no accident that the exhibition Quadratum Nigrum arose
precisely as a synthesis of the cabinet of curiosities, an
art gallery and a temple. The gallery is a kind of secular
temple, and on the other hand – a temple can also be
compared to a gallery. Hans Belting openly gave old
alter scenes the name of artistic installations. I allude
here to freemasonry because in the context of the cabinet of curiosities it’s worth noticing one aspect. All
the symbols that are used by freemasonry…
MK: Do we find those in the Polish gallery…?
KW: Unfortunately, no – at least not always… (laughs).
Masonic symbols – the apron, compass, set-square or
the trowel – are for the most part ordinary tools that
were once used by masons. At a certain moment they
took on a sacred character and gained the status of cult
objects. In a similar way there comes about the transformation of an ordinary object into a “ready-made”
object. The similarity of this process to alchemic transformation has often been noticed. Another situation,
where we are faced with the transformation of an ordiKuba Woynarowski, Iconoclastia (1),
in the series: Labirynth, photomontage, 2012
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nary found object into a symbolic one is the creation of
the cabinet of curiosities, often constituting an “image
of the world in miniature.” The Wunderkamer is a very
subjective collection of objects of various provenance. It
is often made up of natural as well as man-made objects,
among them – works of art. The status of the collected
objects is levelled, while the impetus of this dynamic
collection is above all the fantasy of the collector. Historical cabinets of curiosities took on many forms, from
filled to the brim storage units, where it was difficult to
find any kind of hierarchy, to well ordered collections,
locked in the form of luxurious furniture. Some of the
cabinets call to mind today’s computers. A good example is the furniture created in the 17th century on the
order of Philipp Hainhoffer. It had all the functions of
a contemporary computer, starting with the system of
catalogues, writing applications, or musical listening
devices, and ending on various kinds of games.
MK: I wanted to ask you à propos of the cabinet of
curiosities, about the book Wunderkamer, dedicated to the cinema of Terry Gilliam, for which you
provided the illustrations. How did this collaboration come about?
KW: It was a positive and creative coincidence. The
proposition came from the side of Korporacja Ha!art,
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whom I’ve been working with for a long time. The idea
came up to put together a book on film subjects dedicated to the work of Gilliam, at the same time departing from the tired clichés that are typical for this sort
of publication. The idea arose to use the form of the
visual essay, which better suits the specificity of film
the than a classical, analytical text. The book’s editor
was Kuba Mikurda, who earlier prepared the publication on the work of the Quay brothers, which already
in fact announced such an approach. Wunderkamer
was another step in this direction. Knowing my interests, Piotr Marecki invited me to collaborate and with
Kuba we quickly found a common language. The project was born out of the rubric of a cycle of mini-seminars, during which a group of people co-creating the
book all met and analyzed individual films by Gilliam.
Sometimes we would even scrutinize frame by frame,
catching fleeting, though potentially important, details. It turned out in the case of Gilliam to be a very
apposite idea – his films are saturated with hidden elements, if only to mention The Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus, full of allusions to the Tarot and freemasonry. On the other hand during the projection of
The Adventures of Baron Munchausen, I noticed reproductions of the utopian 18th-century architect JeanJacques Lequeu’s work flitting in the background. It
only lasts a fragment of a second but knowing the
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Kuba Woynarowski, Je ne vois pas la [...] cachée dans la forêt, in the series:
Labirynth, piece of artbook, collage, digital graphics, 2012
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Kuba Woynarowski, Et sic in infinitum, in the series: Labirynth,
piece of artbook, collage, digital graphics, 2012

director’s visual erudition, the fact is not accidental.
When we finally had a talk with Gilliam, I took advantage of the occasion to ask about Lequeu. He smiled
diabolically and said something like: “there you got
me!” Gilliam works out the iconography of his films
in great detail and the research tack that we proposed
to him in Wunderkamer really suited his taste.
MK: Returning again to Black Square – this type of
symbolism also appears in your found footage film
V.I.T.R.I.O.L., which is full of alchemical inspirations.
KW: In that case, the central point was a black monolith, following in its proportions the format of the film
cadre that was used by Kubrick when he created 2001:
A Space Odyssey. While editing my film, I referenced
one of the final scenes of Odyssey, when in a classicist salon, as if torn from a historical film, a foreign
body appears – a bit like a “UFO effect.” A similar
style is maintained in the work of Lorenz Stöer, who
I mentioned earlier and who places figures with “cosmic” forms into a renaissance-mannerist landscape.
A similar effect appears in Kubrick and we experience
something similar in the art gallery. An object torn
from its natural context and placed in a sterile space
suddenly displays its oddity. A similar “UFO effect”
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can occur when a work of art is displayed in a public space. Continuing the analogy with the alchemical
process – you can compare such an action with the act
of transmutation. The Latin acronym V.I.T.R.I.O.L.
relates directly to the idea of the philosopher’s stone.
I think that when creating an exhibition we constantly come into contact with this kind of thinking. The
more debased the material we transform, the more
visible this para-alchemical procedure becomes. For
example, creating the work Vernalim, I collected all
the dust from an apartment into a glass, which was
turned over and placed on a pedestal. During the exhibition it became a retort, and simultaneously a contemporary sculpture.
MK: The alchemical process takes place in three
stages. Following your suggestions, we can use
these categories to consider the process of creating
an exhibition. First we have an idea, then we prepare the exhibition, and finally we hand it over to
the public and critics.
KW: I also think about it that way. The process of transmutation is based on three stages: understanding the
material, taking it apart, and using it to create new material. The sense of alchemy is therefore not just creation,
but the transformation of received reality. Alchemical
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knowledge is the knowledge of possible combinations.
The three successive phases of a Magnum Opus are: nigredo, albedo and rubedo. Nigredo is the element of chaos,
aleatory, unbridled matter – and so the domain of reality out of which we “carve.” Then we enter the stage
of albedo, or purification. At this moment, an analogy
with space (white cube) imposes itself, in which we place
the object that interests us. The corollary of this process
would be, for example, the framing of a black square
with a white background. The final stage is rubedo, that
is, the departure beyond matter and the liberation of
energy. In the case of an art exhibition, this would be
the moment of collision of the “work” with the viewer.
For me, it’s of interest to the extent that I myself use
a similar colouristic spectrum in my work. And I allocate to the various colours a similar meaning. At first I
was not aware of this – I was operating according to basic associations. I also drew inspiration from the constructivists and Japanese artists. It was only later that I
discovered this alchemical aspect.
MK: These colours appear in the comic book about
the Washington monument Baroque. You can find
the theory there that Masonic symbols are inscribed in the urban fabric of the city, with the
White House located at the centre of a pentagram,
as the abode of Lucifer…

KW: Yes, and here another paradox comes to mind.
The word “Luciferos” means “light bearer”, which immediately brings to mind the epoch of the Enlightenment. One can also mention the myth of Prometheus,
or that Enlightenment version of the “modern Prometheus” Mary Shelley wrote about in Frankenstein. A
similar intuition was also expressed by Georg Chistoph
Lichtenberg, who designated the triangle – the abstract
sign of fire – as the symbol of the 18th century, the ambiguous epoch of demiurges and destroyers. The incarnation of the Enlightenment ideal was supposed to be
the strength of the United States of America. As it happens, the year 1968 brought two films that presented a
futuristic vision of the end of this civilization. In Planet
of the Apes, this vision is presented very literally – I’m
thinking of course of the corroded State of Liberty that
is buried in the beach sands. In 2001: A Space Odyssey
this message is conveyed more metaphorically. Not to
mention the obvious allusions to the Apollo program of
the time, I’d rather concentrate on the possibility of an
“alchemical” interpretation of this film. In the prehistoric period of nigredo, the motor of progress appears
as a black monolith. Albedo in this case is sterile white,
the modern space of the space ship. The final phase, that
is to say rubedo, is connected to the crisis of technology
and the situation in which the computer HAL, with its
blood-red “eye” gains control over the human, which
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Kuba Woynarowski, Labirynth (Étienne-Louis Boullée),
in the series: Labirynth, photomontage, 2012
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Kuba Woynarowski, Labirynth (Johann Wolfgang Goethe),
in the series: Labirynth, photomontage, 2012
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is why it must be destroyed. At that point, the human
can “jump” to a higher stage of psychedelic journey.
The comic book Baroque is inspired by Planet of the Apes,
A Space Odyssey, as well as by the Enlightenment and
the alchemical triad nigedo-albedo-rubedo. The depicted situation refers to the post-apocalyptic era as well as
the post-humanist. The narration is based on a seeming rewinding of time and replaying of the whole event
backwards. The first image presents three geometrical
figures: a red circle, white triangle, and black square.
This graphic refers to the language of alchemical codes
and the geometric vision of the world, similar to the
Platonic astronomical model of Johannes Kepler, but
also to the famous drawing by Sengai Gibon, the 18thcentury Japanese painter who represented the Universe
using the three figures I mentioned. Each refers to one
of the elements that constitute our reality. The simplest
form is the triangle, the next – the square, which arises
from the multiplication of the triangle. The next element is the circle, in which, given with the enormous
number of angles, their tips become effaced, which we
can read as a metaphor of “unity in multiplicity.” In
the comic book Baroque, the point of departure is also
three figures. Later, on the following boards, the complication of forms advances further, influencing the
relationships between the individual elements. It turns
out that the white triangle is the tip of an obelisk com-

memorating Washington – the “founding father” of
the new civilization. The history of that monument is
rather interesting. Construction started in 1848 during
the European Spring of Nations. The act of placing the
cornerstone had a solemnly Masonic character – as a
matter of fact the freemasons were the masters of ceremony. The monument was erected over many years,
construction was halted, and this painstaking process
is reflected in my comic book. Everything is buried in
black liquid, which gradually pours down and reveals
the whole building. An inspiration here was also the
myth, according to which the visible part of the obelisk
measures a height of 555 feet and the subterranean fundament – 111 feet, which effectively gives the diabolical sum of 666 feet. The third element – apart from the
monument and the ebbing ocean – is constituted by the
approaching globular star, which may ultimately destroy that which has yet to be destroyed. The scene can
be read metaphorically as well – as the visualization of
accruing energy. The effect is such that the black of the
ocean gives way to red, and the sole element connecting both “epochs” is the immutable white monument.
MK: I would like you to also say something about
the project Ha-ha, which you presented under
the auspices of last year’s Zbiornik Kultury in
Kraków.
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KW: Sure, as in the case of the projects that we discussed earlier my inspiration was older art, but analyzed according to a “modern” optic. I like to deconstruct the opposition between the past and the future,
history and the present. In the case of the project Haha, the point of departure was garden art as a visualization of the tension between the geometric concept
and naturally unbridled form. It’s significant that the
garden was for a long time regarded as a model of the
world.

ha was also dug out of the group which remained invisible, until the observer did not stand at its edge or
did not fall in. This mechanism is also visible in the
world of art, which – declaring its openness – at once
requires this kind of camouflaged border.
MK: What are you working on currently? Do you
have any new ideas for exhibitions?

KW: Right – the cabinet of curiosities! That was also
the site of the collection of artefacts, statues, architectural elements. For me the garden is in a sense another (next to the Wunderkamer and the temple) prototype of the gallery, so the exhibition Ha-ha can be
regarded as a sort of narrative about the world of art.
The title Ha-ha refers to the border between the artistic and non-artistic spheres. Ha-ha is a kind of barrier, separating the space of the garden from the outside world. Ha-ha was also applied in a French garden,
and an English one, where the difference between the
products of man and untamed nature remains in large
part ungraspable. The simulation of nature was thus in
a paradoxical way separated from its prototype. Ha-

KW: I’m currently working on a project whose working title is Novus Ordo Seclorum, i.e., New Order of the
Ages, which of course refers to a popular conspiracy
theory. These kinds of stories always fascinated me
as the expression of creative paranoia. As a matter of
fact, I think that contemporary art has a paranoiac
dimension. A mechanism present in mannerist poetics, whose ideal is Discordia concors, or discordant
concord, is operative here. According to this principle,
the role of the artist is precisely to search for relationships where they do not exist, or – to put it differently
– to create such relationships by stating their existence.
I like to think about the process of writing the history
of art as an effect of controlled paranoia. The creative
potential of such a science reveals itself in the attempts
to isolate certain trends at the cost of others that are
marginalized and “cut out.” I’m personally interested
in the situation in which we approach found mate-
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MK: A bit like the cabinet of curiosities.

rial without prejudice – or simply with other prejudices than those that are sanctioned by art history. My
whole project is based on phenomena that in fact existed but in the confines of canonical discourses didn’t
have a chance to “resonate.” I, for my part, propose
a somewhat paranoid narration, permitting the delicate replacing of accents and the construction of an alternate version of a well-known history. This doesn’t
change the fact that at the origin of this vision there
are authentic events, and the creative historian could
write on this basis a completely different narrative
about art than the one to which we are accustomed.
What binds all of these elements is the conspiracy theory, suggesting the existence of a secret, iconoclastic
lodge, responsible for artistic, religious and political
revolutions in the annals of modern Western history.
One can speak of three forges of this proto-avantgarde.

Moscow, where we find Kazimierz Malewicz where
his famous Black Square is produced. The vision he
proposes is not entirely clear and complete, he thus
leaves the viewer free reign to draw inferences or create his own “new order of the ages.” To explain – it is
precisely out of that sentence visible on the dollar bill,
Novus Ordo Seclorum, that was concocted one of the
more important conspiracy theories, concerning the
all-powerful freemasons and the NWO. As is characteristic, the word “seclorum” was mistranslated as
“seculorum”, suggesting the idea of a “new world order.” Conspiracy theories often depend on such minor distortions, or elisions, which initiate a paranoid
chain reaction. I don’t hide the fact that I would myself like to set such a machine in motion.

MK: What are those centres?
KW: In the 16th century, it is Nuremberg, a centre of
reform, where at the same time Lorenz Stöer, Wenzel Jamnitzer, Hans Lencker are working. At the end
of the 18th century, it is the Paris of the revolutionary architects Etienne-Louis Boullée, Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux and Jean-Jacques Lequeu. The third forge is
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How Long Can You
Hold Your Breath
On Exhale?
Justyna Wesołowska
interviews Norbert Delman

translation from Polish: Tom Anessi
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Justyna Wesołowska: The last artwork of yours that
I saw was the installation How Long Can You Hold
Your Breath On Exhale? at the exhibition Cohesion in
Warsaw’s Nowy Teatr. You were able to maintain
your faith in your idea of working with “found objects” . What did you “find” in the former Municipal Cleansing Service (MCS) building?
Norbert Delman: I really enjoy digging things out
of the “trashcan.” That’s how my first spatial objects
came about while I was still a first-year graphic art student. I didn’t know what, why, or for what I was doing this kind of art. I operated on instinct. Since I don’t
regard myself as a sculptor, it’s quite easy for me to call
things sculpture. You know, I’m walking down the
street, I see a trash container – evidently someone has
died – there’s a tonne of artefacts inside, the best documentation of someone’s life. And I dust these found
objects off from history, rescue them from the trashcan.
At the exhibition at the MCS building I found some old
closets. They were beautiful and could lay claim to be
called sculpture. There were shelves with names and
signatures. I detained my breath among those shelves,
saving it in white balloons. The air escaped slowly after
a dozen or so days, the balloons grew flaccid or would
pop. The closet itself lent the form. Where there were
nails the balloons popped right away leaving an empty
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space. Such was the object. I didn’t want to change it. It
dictated its own conditions.
JW: The thing that intrigued me about the work was
your relationship with video. You claim that video
art should be confined to documentation?
ND: I wouldn’t put it quite so categorically. Video
works for me as a narrative tool because it documents
action. My conception of the phenomenon that is the
work of art focuses on what the camera registers. That’s
why I use film to document, to elucidate. I conceived a
performance as part of this work and recorded it. All
the elements come together to form the whole work.
What’s more, television and its broadcast image are for
me formally sculpture. The film is just a document.
JW: The exhibition Cohesion is the third group exhibition of Mirosław Bałka’s studio workshop that
you’ve participated in. The others were AAAcupuncture and Hygiene. Does a young artist feel any pressure taking part in group exhibitions? What is your
relation to the other works during such projects?
ND: It’s a great method of learning. In a professor’s
studio workshop, each young artist creates work without any relation to the others. When I come to such an
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exhibition, I see 30 works I’ve never even seen before. I
see the mistakes my colleagues made, come up with my
own interpretations; then we discuss and comment on
the works. I wouldn’t call it pressure, but rather motivation and energy. Everyone wants to stand out, but
each is unique. It’s a great confrontation with one’s
own conception of space and one’s own work.
JW: At the AAAcupuncture exhibit in Warsaw’s
Kordegarda gallery, you displayed . You said it’s a
work about Polish xenophobia?
ND: The Kordegarda is a gallery located across from the
presidential palace. The sculpture stood on the window
sill obscuring the view of the Józef Piłsudski monument. It’s an eagle like from the Polish emblem, but instead of feathers, it has needles. It is afraid, so it feels
it needs to defend itself. You know… Poland for Poles,
white power and the slogans that are all too common in
today’s Poland. I’m from Warsaw, a Pole, from a family with traditions, participation in uprisings, etc. But
at bottom today I only have one principle, that no one
is better than anyone else. I move about in left-wing
and right-wing, Catholic and atheist, hetero and homo
circles. People consider themselves better than others,
but I’m just a “liberal ironist,” like in Richard Rorty’s
philosophy, and I have distance toward my own world
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view. I don’t regard it as definitive and I relish confrontations.
JW: Something strange happened to me two years
ago. I spent the night in a museum. After an opening at the Museum of Natural History in New York,
I went with some friends to view an exposition and
didn’t notice that we were the last ones in the museum. We wandered among dinosaurs and whales until 2 in the morning trying to find a security guard
who could let us out. I remember that event when
I see your artwork entitled Yearning. You haven’t yet
displayed it, right?
ND: Unfortunately no. I have a lot of such works that
I make and then don’t have a place to show them. I have
to create. It’s a kind of internal tempo that I associate
unfortunately with Wróblewski. I read somewhere that
Andrzej Wróblewski worked like a machine, without
a break. Someone commented that he didn’t want to
waste a moment; he felt the fragility of life. Of course,
I don’t have such paranoid fears. Whatever will be, will
be, but the thought remains stuck in my mind. The artwork was inspired by this kind of situation. In 2012, in
London’s National Portrait Gallery, cameras recorded
a fox running around the exhibition. Fantastic! I had
to do something with this. You know… the fox wasn’t
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looking for art. He was looking for food, perhaps shelter. He was led by instinct, feeling, I don’t know, nature, whatever. But whatever he was looking for was
clean, simple, true, and, in its own way, beautiful.
I also go to the gallery because I am led by instinct. It’s
another kind, but just as authentic. The fox that is part
of the artwork was shot near Białystok. I made a recording in a nearby forest. It was his natural space.
JW: Aren’t you afraid that the theme of nature in art
has been exhausted? What does a young city dweller
have to say of interest concerning nature?
ND: For me nature is another way of talking about what
is human. Take, for example, the work of Joseph Beuys,
where he locked himself up in a gallery with a coyote.
Brilliant! Even beyond the context that we are aware of,
the exhibition in the States, etc. The confrontation with
the wild, instinct, something elemental, is for me the key
to creation. I’m not talking about flowers and fish, but
about what it says about us that a cow that gives milk is
quantified according to how many cartons of milk it can
produce, and its child by the kilogram. What is important for me is the fact of conscious life. Besides, I don’t
like people. I have more empathy towards animals than
people. Perhaps because animals are unconscious and
lacking consciousness, they do not commit pure evil.
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JW: What does it mean to you to be one of “Bałka’s
students”? Your group has the reputation of being
at the forefront. Is participation in group exhibitions organized by Mirosław Bałka more an exercise
or a promotional opportunity? What does the collaboration among artistic colleagues look like during such a project?
ND: It’s a great workshop. I wouldn’t say that anyone promotes us. We work by ourselves to create what
shows up at the exhibition, at the forefront. We are
with Bałka because we are at the forefront and not the
reverse. Our professor recruits every year. First there
are interviews, then the selection is completed while
working in the studio. The students work independently, each individually with the professor. It’s an exercise,
but the effect of the work is a responsible exhibition.
JW: You are a student of the relatively new Department of Media Art and Scenography at the Academy
of Fine Arts (AFA) in Warsaw. Earlier you studied
graphic art. Do you feel any substantial change after
transferring departments?
ND: I am formally not a student of the Department of
Media Art. When I was trying to get into the graphic
art department there were 400 applicants, while “me-
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dia” had only evening classes. I don’t remember. But I
had heard bad things about “media.” I quickly learned
however that the graphic art department was not the
place for me. But there was no such place. Neither in
sculpture nor in painting. When the professor arrived,
I went to talk with him. I already had as part of my portfolio a residency in a museum in Hungary (my work
there was included in the collection) and a few smaller
experiments. The professor said he saw no reason why I
should not study with him. Today I am more or less independent. The students here complain just like in the
graphic art department…
JW: Can a student of the AFA be critical in relation
to the Academy?
ND: I would go even further: he must be critical! But
it’s not the same kind of critique that we have been fed
for years. Times have changed! There was a time when
students fled the walls of the AFA. Today because of
access to the internet you can apply to international
events without even leaving your home. You no longer
have a noose around your neck. The fact that Bałka does
exhibitions beyond the school helped us to gain new
experiences and try our hands in new spaces, with new
materials. But most of us are now looking for alternatives, for our own place. For me the Academy fulfils one
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important function. It brings together a mass of creative people who meet up, discuss, and thanks to that,
create.
JW: You said that the word that is repeated most often in Mirosław Bałka’s workshop is the word “responsibility”. How does that translate to your understanding of the artist’s profession?
ND: This responsibility is in other words consciousness.
The artist should be responsible for the material and the
space in which he circulates. For the theme, gesture,
and finally – for the artwork.
JW: What are your expectations in regard to the
contemporary art scene? Is there any desire for collaboration between young curators, art history students and young artists? Who is interested today in
your artwork?

really like to work with bold young people who are not
afraid of comparisons, judgments. They have an intuition and follow it. There are people who are interested in
my work. I have a conception of the ideal curator, who
is a constant partner for dialogue, the first recipient of
an idea. Someone trustworthy, with good instinct, who
you can depend on. To put it in a youthful way: someone who is just as stoked about this work as I am.
JW: What are you afraid of when you think about
the future?
ND: I wouldn’t want in the future to be the side-effect of a fashion or some cheap promotion. I have many
apprehensions. I’m very ambitious and hard working.
I’m most afraid of working in a place where no one is
interested in what I’m doing. But that is probably normal.

ND: I honestly admit that I don’t see many young curators on the scene. As far as initiatives beyond the institutions go, they are few and far between. The mainstream is not interested in such events. It’s too bad.
Sometimes interesting and fresh projects arise outside
of and without the encumbrances of the artistic milieu,
but to speak of a scene would be going to far. I would
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Norbert Delman, White Eagle, object, 2012
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Norbert Delman, Yearning, installation, 2012
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Norbert Delman, How Long Can You Hold Your Breath
On Exhale?, installation, 2013
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Norbert Delman, Pendulum, installation, 2012
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Iza Tarasewicz

Akhalkalaki, Georgia
2011

________________________________________________________________________________________
pick a starting point to increase and intensify ENERGY
this is a categorical process
the movement and development initiated is irreversible
like a biological law, the process of specialization is guided by very specific rules
a point provides the start for all subsequent processes
the ultimate goal is not the enlargement of structures but their destruction
the body, along with its chemistry and physics, is merely a means to create a space
for EMPTINESS
a VOID is not physical in nature
it possesses no foundation
it is pure substance, breaking down all known schema
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* fragments of notes held during residence in Georgia in 2011

Freedom
Birds II
Natalia LL

translation from Polish: Jarosław Fejdych
proofreading: Kevin Hannan
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I have been fascinated with the cognitive power of
art for a long time, or maybe for ever. With the passage
of time, the carefree and ephemeral intuitions, which
seemed to be manifestations of a game played by the
unhampered imagination, became ghastly and frightful
mementos. Learning the future through art resembles
the paradoxical logic of a dream. I have been recording my dreams and visions, as well as individual artistic
projects for many years in an attempt to find some inner order of this paradox.
During one such extremely powerful vision of a
pyramid I was shown the truth about Afghanistan, although I had been completely indiffrent to even its existence. Before this, in May 1978, I had designed an installation with slides of my own body spread on a hospital bed, and at the very opening hour in the Studio
Gallery I was operated on in a real hospital. There had
been no symptoms of any disease at the designing stage.
The order of the real world, based on the principle
of cause and effect, is located in a measurable spacetime continuum. The statement that something was,
is, and will be is closed by the „is” in an unimaginably
short moment. The „is” comes from what will be, in
order to move on to the realm of what was. Confining
the human existence to this one-way temporal process
is particularly painful and upsetting. The present constantly relives itself anew in order to become the past.
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The future, on the other hand, is dim and uncertain. It
is the mystery of mysteries.
In the order of the real world, art and visions are a
kind of black hole, a discontinuity of space – time, and
a paroxyzm of the unconscious. Art and visions represent an extreme, borderline state of our intimacy, an
infinite universe expanding inwards and based on intuition and paralogism. The present may simultaneously
become the future and the past.
I have been working since 1999 on a large project
called „Freedom Birds”. These are installations which
consist of pastel drawings of birds – non-birds, steel racks
lit by diffrent sources of light, and series of documentary
photographs showing me lying naked or dressed in a white
suit and a gas mask on a crumpled white cloth. Honestly, I
could not guess at the drama of the hostages and abductors
in the Moscow theatre treated to a mysteriuos gas. Neither
was it my intention to create art which comments on the
current news. So, where is the source of these precognitive and frightful realizations? I belive that art, like a Freedom Bird, penetrates into the future, present, and past in
order to reveal that which is still unknown and invisible.
My role then, is that of a scribe assiduously writing down
mysterious intuitions which fly on the wings of our imagination.
Natalia LL, November 1st 2002
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Natalia LL, Magic triangle 1,2,3,
photocanvas and acrylic, 100 x 100 cm, 1987
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Natalia LL, Portraits with cats, 1994
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Natalia LL, dawny tragedy,
photocanvas and acrylic, 130 x 105 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, dawny tragedy,
photocanvas and acrylic, 130 x 105 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, dawny tragedy,
photocanvas and acrylic, 130 x 105 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, dawny tragedy,
photocanvas and acrylic, 130 x 105 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, dawny tragedy,
photocanvas and acrylic, 130 x 105 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear – paradise lost 1,2,3,
photocanvas and acrylic, 130x105cm, 1987
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x110 cm, 1989

Natalia LL, Panicky fear,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x110 cm, 1989
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x110 cm, 1989

Natalia LL, Panicky fear,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x110 cm, 1989
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear, 1989
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear, 1989
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear, 1989
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Natalia LL, Panicky fear, 1989
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Natalia LL, Destruction,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x 110 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, Destruction,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x 110 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, Destruction,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x 110 cm, 1988
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Natalia LL, Destruction,
photocanvas and acrylic, 110 x 110 cm, 1988
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An author of over a dozen scientific publications and
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